LISTENING ROOM
XPENSIVE DOGS

Dog Eat Dog [Rockit Records]
Ten years ago, Gary Tanin of Xpensive Dogs was
among one of those who relied purely on the
internet to create music. Never meeting Japanese
musician Toshiyuki Hiraoka, the two traded music
files on the net to create the Dogs' debut release.
The years have certainly honed Tanin's craft - the
production is exquisite and the performance solid.
The album opens promisingly. The instrumental title track, with its
glimmering guitar, would do any surf movie proud. Hell , with its "this is the
place" and "psycho killer" phrasing, and Flowers Grow, with its Latin rhythm,
both recall the Talking Heads. However, it is tracks like Sacrifice , Pinochio
and The World Has Gone Insane - with their bouncy beat, crafty wordplay
and, not to mention, the album's all-star cast - that put the Dogs down the
evolutionary path that included bands such as Was (Not Was). Now that
Tanin has exorcised some of those ghosts that might have dogged him,
perhaps he would like to consider a full-fledged surf album as his next
project - after all, the man has a twang that just won't go away. (7) Stephen Tan
Note: Visit www.rockitrecordsusa.com to order the album.

BOB FRANK
Ride The Restless Wind [Bowstring Records]
A much more assured outing than his last album,
Pledge of Allegiance (2004), Bob Frank's new Ride
The Restless Wind goes down the countrified singersongwriter road. It features a full band including
fiddle player Gabe Witcher (who plays with Merle
Haggard), multi-guitarist Jim Monahan and others
who bring out the melodies in Frank's love songs.
While one wishes that Frank's voice had that special spark to carry the songs
to another level, the songs themselves, Cup of Wine and Within A Few
Degrees, prove his future as a songwriter. (5) - Philip Cheah
Note: Visit http://www.bobfranksongs.com/pages/shopping.html to order the
CD.

THE HEATERS
Live and Live Again [Epilogue Records]
Being a self-confessed non-power-pop fan, I can still
tell you that power pop devotees will find that this
new live, double-CD of the early '80s Seattle band,
The Heaters, is pretty essential. For one, it shows
the lineage of Seattle pop, from Paul Revere and the
Raiders, a Northwest band in the '60s, to why a
band like Nirvana in the '90s had such a strong
sense of melody. Making their debut in the late '70s with the hit single, I
Don't Like Your Face and then their debut album, Have An Idea, The Heaters
displayed Beatles/Byrds-like harmonies with songwriting wit. My brain tends
to go to sleep from too much melody but there is one track here that
displays Seattle irreverence in all its glory. The song is Let's All Smoke. It's
not commissioned by the Tobacco Association of America and there are no
Marlboro references though the band namechecks (Humphrey) Bogart and
(Lauren) Bacall. It's the closest to punk rock that The Heaters get to. It also
explains why the first disc live dates from '78-'81 doesn't differ drastically
from the second disc 2001 reformed gig. They still have their verve. (7) Philip Cheah

MARS VOLTA
Francis The Mute [Strummer/Universal]
Art rock is bullshit but it's bigger bullshit to claim
that Mars volta makes art rock. They make the kind
of dense, fertile rock popularized by, especially, the
Who. Admittedly, they do it with fewer outbursts of
three minute passion, but like the Who - and unlike
Gentle Giant, Yes and their ilk - they play their
dense compositions with a rock beat. Mars Volta's is
deeply informed by the bandmember's Chicano roots. The only other art rock
that has so much groove is probably P-Funk's. - Rock & Rap Confidential

ODAWAS
The Aether Eater [Jagjaguwar]
Pleasant but uneventful, the space-age pop of
Odawas' The Aether Eater (named after a Native
American tribe) is a galactic opera of a journey
across the universe. Of course, this would include a
Neil-Young clone as one of the three Odawas
members sounds like Young circa Buffalo Springfield
and early period Young. It seems that After the
Goldrush must really have had a sci-fi angle to it. Unfortunately, Odawas
lack Young's lyrical edge and I must caution you against bothering to listen
and read the lyrics to this album at the same time. Soundwise, much of the
future was already recorded in the '60s. The Peter Thomas Orchestra from
that era sounds more far out than anything here. And Song of Temptations is
a pale approximation of Pink Floyd's Great Gig in the Sky. This is one cosmic
album that is light years behind the times. (4) - Philip Cheah

VARIOUS
It Was 40 Years Ago Today: A Tribute to the
Beatles [Bullseye Records]
This double CD compilation of 50 Beatles cover
versions by Canadian acts includes a track by track
story of the songs by author Craig Cross (Beatles
Discography: Minute-By-Minute, Hour-By-Hour, DayBy-Day). It's a loving tribute that unfortunately falls
short of real inspiration. There are nice moments
such as Al Kooper's smoking blues rock version of Eleanor Rigby or
Cadence's funky Drive My Car, and Mean Mr Mustard's speed metal
treatment by Receiver. But the rest of the set merely reminds you to return
to the originals. Still, Cross' sleeve notes are a joy to read. It proves how
great art is lifted out of the ordinary. The source material for much of these
songs were just bits of life that the Fab Four found intriguing, from John's
quarrel with Yoko that became Across the Universe to George's celebration of
Eric Clapton's love for chocolate in Savoy Truffle. (6) - Philip Cheah

YASUNAO TONE & HECKER
Palimpsest [Mego]
After months of listening to this on and off, it
occurred to me to wonder whether Jimi Hendrix
would have liked this non-spontaneous computer
sound improvisation. And I think he would have
said: "Now let's see whether we can play Voodoo
Chile like this." Essentially, Yasunao Tone and
Florian Hecker are sound experimentalists. Tone
founded the Ongaku Group in 1960, which concentrated on improvised music
and he began participating in the Fluxus movement in 1962. Hecker has
been working in computer music since 1996. Last year, we reviewed his
stunning computer music album, PV Trecks. His collaboration with Tone here
is more conceptually amazing. Both artistes worked on the long title track,
Palimpsest, by sending each other sound material. Tone's input was his
creation of sound from drawing.
Using an old musical editing program, Sound Designer II, Tone would make
drawings of Chinese characters to produce unknown sound waves. The result
is an intense layering of sound by both artistes. No fun at all when you hear
it on headphones, the music is intensely spatial and therefore needs to be
heard spatially. It needs walls to bounce against and hopefully large and
empty rooms for the effect of both sounds from both artistes to meet
somewhere in the room. The final and fourth track is a huge blast of
computer fuzz, done without a guitar fuzz box. Even Hendrix would have
approved. (7.5) - Philip Cheah

YO LA TENGO
Prisoners of Love: A Smattering of Scintillating
Senescent Songs 1985-2003 [Matador]
From indie noise to sweet pop, Yo La Tengo found
the depth of their work in And Then Nothing Turned
Itself Inside Out (2000). They then covered Sun Ra's
Nuclear War brilliantly in an EP (2002) and showed
off a mellow experimentalism in Summer Sun
(2003). On Prisoners of Love, they take you back to
their beginnings in 1985.
But instead of allowing you to hear their songs chronologically, they throw it
all at you at once. Just to see what sticks in your brain. And here's what
sticks - their penchant for ballads. They even close this collection with a
cover of Sandy Denny's (remember her from Fairport Convention?) By the
Time It Gets Dark. There are enough tunes here to make you realise that
despite all their eclecticism, the band are really prisoners of love.
Fans of Yo La Tengo need not track down this release unless they can score
the three-disc edition that features rare tracks. Non-fans will find this
sampler intriguing for awhile and then realise that they are better off finding
the complete albums. About the only value of this new compilation is the
sampling of the numerous EPs that were released but are hard to find now.
(6) - Philip Cheah

MEGADETH
The System Has Failed [Sanctuary]
Though the album's cover [showing Bush, the
Clintons, Cheney, Rumsfeld, Rice and others
reckoning with death] suggests an overt political
statement, the urgency of this album captures a
world swirling in madness with very little hope for
political clarity. The value Dave Mustaine most
seems interested in here is the truth, which is why
the lyric - "I say what you want to hear and not mean anything" - of the
chime-laden Scorpion rings up an image of George W and all the other faces
on the cover at the same time. - Rock & Rap Confidential

BECKY HOBBS
Songs From The Road Of Life [Beckaroo
Records]
No More War is the first single from Beck Hobbs'
Songs From The Road Of Life. It mounts a vigorous
and thoughtful protest against Yankee Doodle
militarism, and doesn't for a moment forget that it's
a kickin' country tune. Let There Be Peace is
dedicated to Hobb's fifth great-grandmother, Nacy
Ward, Beloved Woman of the Cherokee.
In December, Hobbs emailed how she'd come to pen No More War. "Dene
Anton and Benita Hill and I were sitting around, working on another song,
CNN was on, talking about how we had lost another young soldier in the war
on Iraq. We started talking about how many mothers all over the world had
lost their sons, how many wives had lost their husbands, how many families
had lost their dads and brothers, and the conversation naturally led to how,
if all the women in the world would band together, we could put an end to all
this senseless killing."
"I feel we've got to speak out," she says today. "There's strength in
numbers." But Hobbs learned during campaign 2004 that numbers don't
always equal justice. "I sang at every John Kerry fundraiser I could," she
asserts before revealing, "I was scheduled to sing at a non-partisan Women
Get Out the Vote night, but shortly before the event, I was told I could not
sing No More War. So I pulled out. I couldn't believe it."
But when and where it is heard, No More War wins favorable notice. "We
have gotten a lot of great response, especially in airplay overseas.
Unfortunately, we don't have the big wheels turning behind us, and we are
promoting this with a miniscule budget. There won't be a video, unless we
can find the money. I am praying that this song will find its way into the
hearts of the people, that this song will make a difference." - DC Larson, in
Rock & Rap Confidential
[EDITOR'S NOTE: As of April 12, 2005, at least 1,546 members of the U.S.
military have died since the beginning of the Iraq war in March 2003,
according to an Associated Press count. The breakdown of deaths by
countries that supported the invasion of Iraq, 2003 - The British military has
reported 86 deaths; Italy, 21; Ukraine, 18; Poland, 17; Spain, 11; Bulgaria,
eight; Slovakia, three; Estonia, Thailand and the Netherlands, two each; and
Denmark, El Salvador, Hungary, Kazakhstan and Latvia one death each.
Since May 1, 2003, when President Bush declared that major combat
operations in Iraq had ended, 1,408 U.S. military members have died,
according to AP's count.]

OKKERVIL RIVER
Black Sheep Boy [Jagjaguwar]
If you can imagine a young Mark Eitzel of American
Music Club, then Will Sheff of Okkervil River fits the
bill. The melancholia, literary lyrics and tales of
unrequited love all recall Eitzel's best work. Sheff
however does not share Eitzel's boozy rambling and
oceanic imagery.
Instead, there is a lot of sheep and you can blame this on '60s folkie, Tim
Hardin. The title track, Black Sheep Boy is a Hardin song and provides the
touchstone for the dark cycle of songs about romantic anguish. And yes,
there is murder as well. On Black, the protagonist screams to his lover: "And
if I could tear his throat, spill his blood between my jaws, and erase his
name for good, don't you know that I would?" On For Real, the album's best
rocker, which features deafening guitar chords, Sheff continues his
murderous intent: "Some nights I thirst for real blood, for real knives, for
real cries." It's a killer (pun intended) of a song, with explosive choruses and
a firm melody.
But Sheff really excels on the quieter tracks. In Get Big, the protagonist is
resigned to his lover's unfaithfulness. For effect, Sheff duets with Amy
Annelle and the song becomes an argued dialogue, the stuff of heartbreak
country. Think here of Gram Parsons and Emmylou Harris. Michael Kapinus
(of Magnolia Electric Co) marks his presence on A King and A Queen with his
trumpet. It's Sheff at his witty best: "But the best thing for you would be
queen..../I'd be pleased to post your decrees, to fall at your knees, to name
all your streets and.../to lie by your side for sublime centuries (until we
crumble to dust when we're crushed by a single sunbeam)."
Their previous and third album, Down the River of Golden Dreams (2002)
woke the critics up for Sheff. It's time for the black sheep boy to come
home. (7) - Philip Cheah
THE GAME
The Documentary [Aftermath]
Even better than the hype, this debut starts off
joining forces with 50 Cent and Dre to call for all the
Westside gangs to rise together. Then, on the Kayne
West-produced Dream, Game summons the spirits
of Biggie and Pac, Huey Newton and Martin Luther
King, Marvin Gaye and Aaliyah, Jam Master Jay,
Eazy E and Left-eye Lopez to inspire us because, as
Jerry Butler croons, "I love you". Sure-footed and aurally stunning, Game's
solid gangsta roots serve as a foundation for pulling the best of rap's
heritage together, ending with the touching prayer of hope, Like Father, Like
Son. - Rock & Rap Confidential

MAGNOLIA ELECTRIC CO
What Comes After The Blues [Secretly
Canadian]
By now, the limited edition of Magnolia Electric Co's
live album, Trials and Errors, has been sold out. But
fret not, if you still want to hear that album's
monster track, The Dark Don't Hide It, it's here
again as a lead-off track and this time produced by
Steve Albini. Albini, famous for his work with
Nirvana, again shows his flair for capturing hard and soft sounds. In this
case, the acoustic and electric elements of The Dark Don't Hide It are
perfectly balanced. You can hear the electric guitars of bandleader Jason
Molina and Jason Groth, the acoustic guitar of Jennie Benford and the steel
guitar of Mike Brenner. It's a beautiful sonic curtain against which Molina's
downbeat words are projected: "You said you only wanted friends for long
enough to get rid of them."
In many ways, while Trials and Errors suggested Molina's move away from
an idiosyncratic path to a more traditionalist one, What Comes After the
Blues, shows a fascination for hillbilly country. Jennie Benford's countrified
The Night Shift Lullaby has her on lead vocals, without Molina! As with
Okkervil River, it looks like everyone is trying to find their own Emmylou
Harris. The comparison of Benford and Harris isn't an overstatement. Just
listen to her backing vocals on Leave the City.

